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To Dramatically Accelerate Your Mailroom

Harness the Power
of ibml FUSiON

Overcome the outdated mailroom processes thwarting your productivity. 
Take charge and fuse your documents into a stream of powerful 
decision-making intelligence with the fastest, most agile scanner in the 
world – the ibml FUSiON



All the things that are holding you back 

from extracting your valuable information 

and accelerating it towards mission-critical 

decision-making. 

When will you be ready to hang up

the outdated processes restraining

your productivity?

It’s time to outpace the data evolution. 

Effectively merging your digital and 

physical worlds calls for more than just 

simple capture – it requires a deep 

understanding of the science behind truly 

intelligent, ultra-high-volume scanning. 

With powerful new imaging technology and 

the world’s fastest open-track feeding 

design, ibml FUSiON upends the game 

when it comes to processing documents, 

large and small, at breakneck speeds. 

Tedious manual feeding…

Messy output stacking….

Multiple data repositories….

It’s Time Your Mailroom Had a Change of Pace.
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Introducing the new
ibml FUSiON

TM

 Series

Discover
the difference.
The ibml
FUSiON
Scanner
Series.



Awe-inspiring Speed, Astonishing Results.

Consolidate.
Slash Operational Costs
Too many processes. Too little return. Shifting 
to one infrastructure for all of your capture 
needs allows you to radically reduce real 
estate, labor, and maintenance costs while 
pushing productivity forward. With an 
optimized feeder and new trailblazing speeds, 
you can now process hundreds of 
mixed-batch documents in record time for 
different core business applications. Unifying 
your infrastructure also helps with 
implementing standard operating processes 
that improve user training and productivity. 

Supercharge
Your Sorting Intelligence
Discover post-scan bliss with advanced 
sorting capabilities. Faster, more intelligent 
sorting recognizes and classifies document 
types, shrinking your share of manual 
post-scan labor. When your scanner works 
smarter, you have more time to focus on 
decision-making.

of the total cost of 
scanning is spent on 
pre- and post-scanning 
process (Document 
Preparation and 
Document Sorting)

The Total Cost of Scanning:  A Framework for Analysis 
and Improvement, ECM Connection

76% 
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Fast-Track
Your Feeding Process
Gone are the days of using different 
devices for different capture jobs: ibml 
FUSiON handles them all. Left-justified 
and intermixed document feeding ensures 
every piece of information gets to its 
destination faster — over 20% faster*. Go 
further as accelerated throughput and the 
latest camera technology elevates you to 
the next level of efficiency.

Unfilled Critical Fields

Missed Signatures

Streaks

Handwriting

Detect
Exceptions Earlier
Overcome unwanted pauses in your 
workflow with faster error recovery and 
automated exception handling. Spotting 
unfilled critical fields and incomplete 
documents in real time gives you the power 
to dramatically reduce customer 
turnaround times.

Automate
Your Auditing 
Easily track and manage audit trails 
with no-fuss automation. A new 
document imprinter provides high 
quality document and barcode 
imprinting that ensures compliance. 
Plus, try out the new Eco mode to 
further reduce consumable 
imprinting costs.

*When compared to speeds of 
competitive devices.

Accelerate.
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Dominate High Volumes  
Easily scan and convert high volumes of documents 
with an unlimited daily duty cycle — without sacrificing 
speed and accuracy.

Propel Productivity 
with Smarter Design 
Enable easier installation, deployment, 
and improved service accessibility with 
a sleek, ergonomic body design. Intuitive 
feeder controls deliver a better 
operator experience — reducing 
training and increasing overall 
productivity. Plus, all new LED status 
indicators highlight where a stoppage 
has occurred.

Outperform.
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No Sweat Security 
Protect your devices and your network. 
With legacy devices using older, 
unsupported operating systems, the risk 
of cybersecurity attacks is significantly 
higher. These days, hackers can infiltrate 
entire company networks and shut down 
operations simply by gaining access to 
one unsecured device. Fortunately, ibml 
FUSiON helps to protect your network 
against threats with the latest 
supporting OS, Veracode Level 4 
certified, secure Capture Suite software, 
and role-based user-access controls.



Integrate Everything
with Dynamic Software 
Manage ever-increasing volumes of data by harmonizing your paper and digital worlds. With advanced recognition, classification, and 
extraction skills, ibml Capture Suite and Synergetics quickly analyze structured and unstructured documents for immediate downstream use, 
so you can take action sooner.

ibml Cloud Capture:
Triumph over market volatility. With full control over the entire document 
lifecycle, from capture to archival, you'll speed ahead and boost turnarounds 
with the market's only seamless, flexible platform. 

One document capture solution for
multiple sources of business input

Centralized management and control of 
all scanners

Accelerated delivery of information to 
downstream systems and processes
 
Improved visibility into operations

Lower total cost of ownership to achieve 
faster ROI 

Highest regulatory compliance and 
optimum data security
 
Can replace or complement
legacy software

No click charges 

The Intelligent Capture Suite Software Difference:

• Any type, any source

• Extract with intelligent AI

• Understand and tag automatically

Pay as you go and only for what you use

Capture

Top-Level Software, Service & Support 

When you purchase an industry-best device, you’re guaranteed not only to receive an exceptional solution, but the exceptional 
service and support needed to complement your brilliant decision.

Our experts are ready to work with you to tailor your device to your industry type, document needs, business specifications, 
and volume requirements to ensure your new ibml FUSiON is a perfect fit for your business.

Unparalleled Service
& Support
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• Automate repetitive tasks

• Get unlimited bots and users

• Enjoy high-speed accuracy

• Any content repository

• Leverage MS 365 and Sharepoint

• Search and store securely

Manage

Process

Three Solutions within One Flexible Platform



The ibml FUSiON
TM

 Series

ibml
FUSiONTM 7300:

Looking for intelligence in 
your document capture? 
Expandable and upgradable, 
the 7300 is a great option 
for basic in-line processing 
and environments
requiring reliable, intelligent 
batch processing. 

ibml
FUSiONTM 7400:

Do you encounter a wide 
range of workload types and 
volumes? If so, the 7400 is 
the perfect choice for 
environments requiring 
sophisticated transaction 
processing and robust in-line 
intelligence for rules-based 
processing, auto-batching, 
and auditing.

Check Speeds:  375 pm Min | 938 pm Max  *Speeds above are for A4 pages in Landscape mode.

CUSTOMIZABLE. SCALABLE. UNSTOPPABLE.
Model Comparisons

ibml
FUSiONTM 7200:

Only looking to handle high 
volumes, with no need for 
complicated sorting? The 
7200 is the perfect sweet 
spot scanner for BPO’s and 
Shared Service Centers 
needing to convert large 
volumes of documents over 
multiple shifts.

ibml
FUSiONTM 7700:

Challenged by high volumes 
of intermixed documents 
that need sophisticated 
sorting and audit tracking?
Choose the 7700 to reach 
the zenith of intelligence and 
post-scan capabilities.
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Use  Model Min Frames Base Speed* Max Speed*  Pocket
   (ppm) (ppm)

Basic ibml FUSiONTM 7200  292 292 1

Standard  ibml FUSiONTM 7300  3  320  730  Up to 4

Versatile ibml FUSiONTM 7400 4 320 730 Up to 15

Advanced ibml FUSiONTM 7700 7 320 730 Up to 24

2 (Max)



ibml FUSiONTM Streamlines Capture from Start to Finish. 

Fuse Your Processes.
Fuel Your Productivity. 

Setup a demo or get more details.
Call: 205.439.7100
Email: sales@ibml.com
Visit: ibml.com


